Art in Space!

OK Go wants to put your student art experiment on a spaceship!

Because gravity can’t hold down your creativity.

Rock band OK Go created a video in zero gravity.* Now they’re holding a contest for students to make their own art in space! They’re inviting students to use their creative art and science minds to dream up cool experiments that will go into space on Blue Origin’s New Shepard spacecraft. No technical expertise needed, just great ideas. If your project is selected, OK Go will help make it a reality!

*Well, in a plane, in microgravity. But your project can happen in real spaceship, in real space. Way cooler!

Details, videos and fun at OKGoSandbox.org/art-in-space.
How it works

● The deadline for the contest is May 6, 2019, at 11:59PM CDT.

● The contest is for teams of three or more elementary, middle and high school students (ages 11-18), along with an adult mentor.

● Submissions must include a 500-word essay and pictures or videos of the concept.

● The work must be done by students, but adult mentors can help.

● Be creative - but remember that the ideas have to be technically feasible to build in real life.

● Judges will select two winners from eligible submissions.

Details, videos and fun at OKGoSandbox.org/art-in-space.